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Competences

Knowledge

Using the the correct terms when
indicating coordinates, distances,
speed and directions at sea

Terrestrial sphere

Being aware of the international
sources of maritime laws and regulations

Course, track and heading

Being aware of the main steps in
the procedure of passage planning

Bearings

Geographic coordinates

Nautical miles and knots

IMO conventions
Resolution A.893(21)

Skills
Being able to understand the main
points of clear standard input on familiar matter regularly encountered
in work
Being able to deal with most situations likely to arise while working
or travelling in an area where the
language is spoken
Being able to produce simple connected text on topics which are familiar and briefly give reasons and
explanations for opinions and plans
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Vocabulary
Appraisal

Valutazione

Beam bearing

Traverso

Cardinal points

Direzioni cardinali

Course

Rotta

Datum

Sistema di riferimento

Departure

Allontanamento

Ellipsoid

Ellissoide di rotazione

Equator

Equatore

Execution

Esecuzione

Geographic poles

Poli geografici

Geoid

Geoide

Great circles

Circoli massimi

Heading

Prora

Knot

Nodo

Latitude

Latitudine

Log

Solcometro

Longitude

Longitudine

Meridians

Meridiani

Monitoring

Controllo

Nautical mile

Miglio nautico

Parallels

Paralleli

Planning

Pianificazione

Plumb line

Verticale

Relative bearing

Rilevamento polare

Terrestrial sphere

Sfera terrestre

Track

Traiettoria pianificata

True bearing

Rilevamento vero

1.1	The Earth
Our planet has a very irregular shape which can be referred to as a geoid.
The shape of the geoid is driven only by the force of gravity and this means that its surface
is always perpendicular to this force, which acts along what is called the plumb line.
Since the geoid is identified with the mean sea level, the geoid is useful to define a basic
reference for the heights and altitudes (vertical datum), but it is too irregular to be used as
a reference for the horizontal positions. This geographic problem can be solved adopting a
certain horizontal datum made up of a simpler shape and a method to define its orientation.
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The shape that best fits with the geoid characteristics is the ellipsoid while the orientation
comes out from the willing to make the surface suit to a specific geographic zone with great accuracy (local datum) or to suit the entire Earth with minimum errors (global datum) (figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1 Global and local datum

A tip to know more!
World Geodetic System
WGS84 is the most important and far more used datum since it is the base for GNSS systems such as GPS,
GLONASS and Galileo; it uses the Hayford ellipsoid and an orientation obtained making its centre and its
rotation axis coincide with the corresponding element of the geoid.

The ellipsoid is a mathematic solid, but, as the
geoid, doesn’t allow us to easily solve all the geographic problems, so navigators usually use
the terrestrial sphere (figure 1.2), where the
reference lines are circles.
The main elements of the sphere are the geographic poles, the equator, the meridians
and the parallels; each meridian and the equator are great circles.

Figure 1.2 Terrestrial sphere
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Check your reading
1) Mark the following sentences as True or False and correct the false ones
1)	Our planet has a very regular shape called geoid
2)	The surface of the geoid is always perpendicular to the force of gravity
3)	The geoid is the basic reference for heights
4)	The ellipsoid best represents the geoid characteristics
5)	The parallels are great circles
6) Meridians and the equator are great circles
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1.2 Positioning, distances and orientation
Each point on the terrestrial sphere surface can be identified by means of a set of two
geographic coordinates: latitude and longitude (figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3 Latitude and longitude

A tip to know more!
A particular math issue
Geographic coordinates in navigation are usually expressed using a particular hybrid math format; it is
something in the middle between the decimal and the sexagesimal systems, indeed navigators use degrees
(two digits for the latitude and three digits for the longitude), minutes and decimal of minutes.
Example: Lat 56°08,2'N; Long 008°15,6'W
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Between two points on the sphere a difference of latitude and a difference of longitude
can be defined (figure 1.4), while each arc of parallel between two meridians separated by
a certain difference of longitude is called departure (figure 1.5).

Figure 1.4 Difference of latitude Dϕ and difference of longitude Dλ

Figure 1.5 Departure

Distances at sea are measured in nautical miles that are defined as the length of a minute
of arc along a meridian (figure 1.6).
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Figure 1.6 Definition of Nautical Mile

A tip to know more!
Nautical miles and statute miles
One nautical mile is 1852 metres; this value is largely different from the statute mile, used as a measure
for the distances on the land, that is 1609 metres.

The speed of a ship is expressed
using knots that are nautical
miles per hour, and it is usually measured by the doppler
log or the GNSS (figure 1.7):
both these instruments provide
the so called SOG (Speed Over
Ground), related to the earth.
Less advanced logs simply
provide the relative speed in
respect to the water, the STW
(Speed Through the Water).

Figura 1.7 Overhead log/distance indicator

A tip to know more!
Propellers and speed
The theoretical value of the speed of the ship is directly connected with the RPM (Revolution Per Minutes)
of the propellers, and is usually referred to as the propeller speed.

The expected path along which the ship should be steered is called track, while the actual
path related to the earth that the ship will follow is called course or, in particular, COG
(Course Over Ground).
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The COG is usually different from the orientation of the longitudinal axis of the ship that
is the reference for the heading, whose short is HDG; the main reason of this can be the
presence of wind or current (figure 1.8). The effect of the wind usually drives the ship
along a certain path different from the heading, called CTW (Course Through the Water),
but both the ship and the mass of water can be driven along a certain direction by the sea
currents: the final effect is the movement of the ship along the COG.

Figura 1.8 A ship correctly steering a certain course along a preset track in presence of wind/
current on the starboard side (in this situation COG can be refferred to as CMG, and
HDG can be referred to as CTS)

A tip to know more!
A planning «made good»
If wind and current are taken into account in advance the officer can decide to steer a certain heading,
called CTS (course to steer), to «make good» a certain course, that will be in fact called CMG (Course Made
Good), sometimes associated to a or SMG (Speed Made Good).

Each of the listed directions are defined as angles counted by the North, so the cardinal
points are references of particular importance (figure 1.9).
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Figura 1.9 Cardinal Points

In the same way as course and heading, navigators use position lines to establish references between positions at sea and objects off the coast: the angle between the North and
each of these lines is referred to as true bearing (figure 1.10).

Figura 1.10 True bearing
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If the bearing is counted starting from the longitudinal axis of the ship instead of the
North, the angle is called relative bearing or angle on the bow (figure 1.11). When an object is exactly located on the starboard or port side of the ship, that is a relative bearing of
90°, this particular configuration is called beam bearing (figure 1.12).

Figura 1.11 Relative bearing or angle on the bow

Figura 1.12 Beam bearing

A tip to know more!
Directions on board
The basic ship handling definitions concern the directions on board and the relative names of the «sides»
of the ship, that are bow (front), stern (back), starboard (right side), port (left side); if you walk from stern
to bow you are going forward, while if you walk from bow to stern you are going aft.
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Check your reading
2) Answer the following questions
1) What are latitude and longitude?
2) What is departure?
3) How are distances at sea measured?
4) How is a nautical mile defined?
5) What is a Knot?
6) What is the difference between track and course?
7) What is a true bearing?
8) What is the difference between a true bearing and a relative bearing?

Language point – Vocabulary
3) Complete the following sentences with a suitable word
1)	The front part of the ship is called

_________________

2)	The back part of the ship is called

_________________

3)	The right side of the ship is called

_________________

4)	The left side of the ship is called

_________________

5)	If you walk from stern to bow you are going

_________________

6)	If you walk from bow to stern you are going

_________________

4) Fill in the gaps with the full name of the acronyms
Acronym

Full name

SOG

_________________

STW

_________________

COG

_________________

CTW

_________________

CTS

_________________

CMG

_________________

SMG

_________________

1.3	The IMO system
The IMO (International Maritime Organization) is the United Nations specialized agency
dealing with issues concerning the safety and security of shipping and the prevention of
marine pollution by ships.
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Figura 1.13 IMO headquarter in London (Flickr)

A tip to know more!
What does the UN have to do with shipping?
The United Nations organization is the «mother» of IMO, but it developed one of the most important
sources of law for shipping independently of IMO: the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS) of 10 December 1982.

The IMO (formerly IMCO) was created in 1948 and since then it has promoted the adoption of international conventions dealing with every topic in the maritime field. By means
of its bodies (Assembly, Council, Committees) it releases the rules that every mariners on
every ship all over the world should comply with.

A tip to know more!
Who knows about shipping within IMO?
The technical bodies of the IMO that deals with the revision and the amendments of the IMO products are
the committees: the two most important are the Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) and the Marine
Environment Protection Committee (MEPC).

The most important IMO products are the Conventions that can be signed by Governments independently of their being or not being part of the IMO or other conventions.
Countries should ratify Conventions with local law instruments.
Convention are regularly amended usually using the tacit acceptance procedure that
means that amendments enter into force at a specified date unless, for example, «within
the specified period either more than one third of Contracting Governments, or Contracting
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Governments the combined merchant fleets of which constitute not less than fifty per cent of
the gross tonnage of the world’s merchant fleet, notify the Secretary-General of the Organization that they object to the amendment».
The most important IMO Key Conventions are:
• SOLAS (International Convention for the Safety Of Life At Sea), dealing with safety and
security of shipping;
• MARPOL (International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships), dealing
with the protection of the environment;
• STCW (International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers), setting the competences of each seafarer and her/his duties during
the watches;
• MLC (Maritime Labour Convention), dealing with the rights of each seafarer.
Other Conventions are:
• COLREG (Convention on the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea);
• SAR (International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue);
• LL (International Convention on Load Lines).

A tip to know more!
SOLAS Chapters
Chapter I - General Provisions
Chapter II-1 - Construction - Subdivision and stability, machinery and electrical installations
Chapter II-2 - Fire protection, fire detection and fire extinction
Chapter III - Life-saving appliances and arrangements
Chapter IV – Radiocommunications
Chapter V - Safety of navigation
Chapter VI - Carriage of cargoes and oil fuels
Chapter VII - Carriage of dangerous goods
Chapter VIII - Nuclear ships
Chapter IX - Management for the Safe Operation of Ships
Chapter X - Safety measures for high-speed craft
Chapter XI-1 - Special measures to enhance maritime safety
Chapter XI-2 - Special measures to enhance maritime security
Chapter XII - Additional safety measures for bulk carriers
Chapter XIII –Verification of compliance
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Other than the Conventions IMO releases many other instruments of great importance,
such as the Codes (i.e. ISM Code, ISPS Code, IMDG Code, LSA Code, etc.) and the Resolutions, both called back by the main Conventions.
The Resolutions are usually short, very technically detailed documents that are made
available on the web for free.

1.4 Passage planning principles
Passage planning is regulated
by one of the most famous and
most important IMO Resolutions, the IMO Resolution
A.893(21) - Guidelines For Voyage Planning, adopted by the
IMO Assembly in 1999.
This document provides general
rules (it is not particularly long
or detailed) for the organization of a voyage at sea, providing some of the most important
rules for the conduction of the
Figura 1.14 A good passage planning is vital for the safety of navigation
ship: finally the requirements
for an accurate planning, to be prepared in advance, from berth to berth, is officially set.
The Resolution A.893(21) sets out the four steps to be carried out in passage planning:
•	Appraisal, that means gathering all information relevant to the contemplated voyage
or passage, including the condition and state of the vessel, any special characteristics of
the cargo, the provision of a competent and well-rested crew, the volume of traffic likely
to be encountered, the accuracy of certificates and documents concerning the vessel,
crew, passengers or cargo, and, last but not least, the possession of accurate and up-todate charts (to be selected from the chart catalogues) and nautical publications;
• Planning of the whole voyage or passage from berth to berth, including those areas
necessitating the presence of a pilot and the landfall phase in general; this is the most
challenging step;
•	Execution of the plan, taking into account the changing conditions and the arising
of unpredictable issues such as bad weather conditions, failures in the vessel’s navigational equipment, heavy traffic conditions, tide problems linked with changes in the
estimated times of arrival at critical points;
•	Monitoring of the progress of the vessel in the implementation of the plan, that can be
carried out by ARPA, ECDIS or visual references, minding to the respect of specified
Margin of Safety, for example using Clearing Bearings.
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The following items are some of those that have to be included in the passage plan:
• Safe speed for any leg;
• Speed alterations en route and positions where a change in machinery status is required;
• Course alteration points;
• Method, frequency and accuracy of position fixing, including primary and secondary options;
• Use of ships’ routeing and reporting systems and vessel traffic services and related frequencies/channels;
• Ship’s draught for different stages;
• Considerations relating to the protection of the marine environment;
• Contingency plans for alternative action in the event of any emergency necessitating abandonment of the plan.
The physical support for the voyage plan is usually a sheet with a tabular presentation
where the entries are the various legs of the passage (figure 1.15), but a lot of information
has to be marked on the navigational charts or inserted on the ECDIS.

Figura 1.15 Passage plan sheet

Inoltre nella sezione
on line troverete:
• Resolution A.893(21)
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Check your reading
5) Answer the following questions
1) What is IMO?
2) When was IMO created?
3) What is its aim?
4) What are IMO Key Conventions?
5) What is a passage planning?
6) How many steps does Resolution A. 893 set out?
7) What is Appraisal?
8) What is Planning?
9) What is Execution?
10) What is Monitoring?

6) Complete the diagram on Passage Planning
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Writing activity
7) Write a paragraph on passage planning using the answers given in exercise 1 of «Check your
reading»

Listening activity



8) (Track 1 – Dialogue 1 – Taking over the watch) You will hear a conversation between two officers about taking over the watch. Decide if each sentence is correct or incorrect. If it is correct
choose the letter A for Yes. If it is not correct, choose the letter B for No
		
YES NO
1)	The Officer who is starting his watch likes the heavy rolling
A
B
2)	The weather is fine

A

B

3)	The ship is steering a westbound course

A

B

4)	The speed of the ship is 13 knots

A

B

5) AB Jayson is working well

A

B

6)	They managed to keep the maximum cross track error up to 3 cables

A

B

7)	The ship is expecting to approach way point 6 in 15 minutes

A

B

8) A fishing vessel has called for an emergency

A

B

9) (Track 2 – Dialogue 2 – Manoeuvre briefing) Listen to the dialogue between a Master and a Chief
Officer about the manoeuvre to enter the port. Fill in the blanks
Master: Ok gentleman, (1)___________________please, this is what we are going (2)___________.
We will (3)___________________the pilot at eight thirty (4)______________time, then we will proceed to dock number (5)________. We should perform a (6)________________rotation of the
ship before (7)__________________ the Gumbel Channel and go in (8)___________________
first. We have (9)________________________wind up to 25 kts, so we should take care when
(10)________________________the St. Peter Lighthouse due to the (11)____________________waters.
Chief Officer: Captain, should we stand by with (12)____________________at all time?
Master (13)________________________, this is very important.
OOW: how many (14)_________________Captain?
Master: Well, it will be (15)_________________the Pilot. I think she/he will choose (16)__________2
tugs.

10) (Track 3 – Dialogue 3 – Planning report) Fill in the blanks using the verbs and prepositions given below. Put the verbs in the right tense
Will, of, check, wait, suggest, into, consider, at, do not, cross , want, be, squat, arrival
Third Officer: I’ve finished with the passage planning, would you like (1)_________________it?
Chief Officer: I’m sure it (2)____________________ an excellent work as usual.
Third Officer: Thank you Chief. We have the ETD(3)___________ noon, I’ve calculated the ETA taking
(4)________________account our service speed of 15 knots but this way we should (5)_______________
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about three hours at the (6)_______________port due to the low tide, so I (7) __________________we
should proceed at 14,5 knots all over the passage.
Chief Officer: Really? Did you (8)______________________an adequate speed reduction when
(9)________________the Gasthof shoals?
Third Officer: well… ehm… no Mister… I thought….
Chief Officer: this is not what I expected (10)______________you Jake, didn’t you take into account
the (11)____________effect? Don’t you know the master (12)____________ it to be specified in clear
letters on the plan for any shallow areas?
Third Officer: sorry Chief, I (13)_________________ do my calculations again.
Chief Officer: you’re a good Officer Jake, but please (14)________________think of Linda again while
you’re preparing the passage plan.
Third Officer: ok Sir!
11) (Track 3 – Dialogue 3 – Planning report) Listen to the dialogue and check your answers

Translating time – Straight from the real world
Extract from the Resolution A.893(21)
ANNEX
DRAFT GUIDELINES FOR VOYAGE PLANNING

1 Objectives
1.1 The development of a plan for voyage or passage, as well as the close and continuous monitoring
of the vessel's progress and position during the execution of such a plan, are of essential importance
for safety of life at sea, safety and efficiency of navigation and protection of the marine environment.
1.2 The need for voyage and passage planning applies to all vessels. There are several factors that may
impede the safe navigation of all vessels and additional factors that may impede the navigation of large
vessels or vessels carrying hazardous cargoes. These factors will need to be taken into account in the
preparation of the plan and in the subsequent monitoring of the execution of the plan.
1.3 Voyage and passage planning includes appraisal, i.e. gathering all information relevant to the contemplated voyage or passage; detailed planning of the whole voyage or passage from berth to berth,
including those areas necessitating the presence of a pilot; execution of the plan; and the monitoring
of the progress of the vessel in the implementation of the plan. These components of voyage/passage
planning are analysed below.

12) Complete the following sentences referring to the above text
1)	The_______________________ of a plan for ______________________or passage are of essential
importance for_____________ ______________________ at sea.
2)	The need for voyage and__________________ applies_________________.
3) Several factors may_________________________ the safe navigation of ________________________
______________________________.
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4)	These factors will need to be taken ______________________ _____________________ in the preparation of the _______________________.
5) _________________________ ___________________________   ________________________
_________________________ includes appraisal, planning, execution and monitoring.

13) Write a paragraph on each of the four steps of voyage planning (80-120 words), using the original text of the Resolution A.893(21) as provided on-line
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